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	This is a textbook for an undergraduate course in probability and statistics. The approximate prerequisites are two or three... More > semesters of calculus and some linear algebra. Students attending the class include mathematics, engineering, and computer science majors.
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DocBook: The Definitive Guide (O'Reilly XML)O'Reilly, 1999
DocBook provides a system for writing structured documents using SGML or XML. It is particularly well-suited to books and papers about computer hardware and software, though it is by no means limited to them.  DocBook is an SGML document type definition (...
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E-Commerce Usability: Tools and Techniques to Perfect the On-Line ExperienceCRC Press, 2002
We are all familiar with airport bookstall best sellers that promise fame, fortune and success in relationships. Many of them – at least the ones I have skimmed whilst waiting for one of the world’s favourite airlines – are deeply disappointing. Not because they do not work (to be honest I have not really been able to try them out...
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Animal Models of Cognitive Impairment (Frontiers in Neuroscience)CRC Press, 2006

	The costs associated with a drug’s clinical trials are so significant that it has become necessary to validate both its safety and efficacy in animal models prior to the continued study of the drug in humans.


	Featuring contributions from distinguished researchers in the field of cognitive therapy research, Animal Models of...
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The New School of Information SecurityAddison Wesley, 2008
“It is about time that a book like The New School came along. The age of security as pure technology is long past, and modern practitioners need to understand the social and cognitive aspects of security if they are to be successful. Shostack and Stewart teach readers exactly what they need to know--I just wish I could...
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From Embryology to Evo-Devo: A History of Developmental EvolutionMIT Press, 2007
Choice Outstanding Academic Title, 2007.
  
  Although we now know that ontogeny (individual development) does not actually recapitulate phylogeny (evolutionary transformation), contrary to Ernst Haeckel's famous dictum, the relationship between embryological development and evolution remains the subject of intense...
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Adobe Premiere Elements 2.0 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2005
The fastest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Premiere  Elements for Windows!

 

Classroom in a Book, the best-selling series of hands-on  software training workbooks, helps you learn the features of Adobe software  quickly and easily. Classroom in a Book offers what no...
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